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GRAN’S GUIDE TO STOP AN OGRE

(Also Works for Witches and Bullies)

By STEPHANIE DEMAREE

CAST OF CHARACTERS
# of lines

GRAN .................................Zach’s grandmother; wise 29
ZACH ..................................boy who’s not assertive, but 33 

concerned about his bullied 
friend

LILLY ..................................Zach’s little sister; has problems 21 
with mean girls bullying her

Zach’s classmates
CARTER ........................bully 11
WILL .............................Carter’s friend; also a bully 3
KYLE ............................victim of bullying 3
EMILY ...........................brave 3

Lilly’s classmates
MARISSA ......................club leader 9
TARYN ..........................club member 1
KAYLA ..........................club member 1

EXTRA STUDENTS ...............as Zach and Lilly’s classmates
Gran’s story village
 (NOTE:  These characters can be cast separately or double cast 

with the above roles. See PRODUCTION NOTES for complete 
details.)

JACK ..................................farm boy who doesn’t want to get 60 
involved in other people’s problems

OGRE .................................bossy monster terrorizing the 9 
village

GNOME ONE .......................helpful gnome 13
GNOME TWO .......................another 5
GNOME THREE ....................another 5
BO PEEP .............................shepherdess who lost a sheep 15
OLD MACDONALD................farmer; Ogre’s victim 10
WIZARD ..............................clever wizard 16
JILL ....................................cursed princess 39
OLD WOMAN .......................who lived in a shoe 10
CHILD ONE .........................her child 4
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iii

CHILD TWO .........................her child 4
BUTCHER ...........................artisan who lost his tub 8
BAKER ................................another 7
CANDLESTICK MAKER .........another 6
WITCH ................................evil witch who cursed Jill 10
EXTRA VILLAGERS ...............as desired

SETTING
The action takes place in Zach and Lilly’s living room, Zach’s classroom, 
the school cafeteria and the village from Gran’s story.

SET DESCRIPTION
The living room consists of a single armchair DOWN RIGHT. The 
classroom and cafeteria are DOWN LEFT, both represented by a large 
table with chairs. The scenes in the village are played UPSTAGE, which 
may include a village or forest backdrop.
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GRAN’S GUIDE TO STOP AN OGRE

 
AT RISE:  LIGHTS UP DOWN RIGHT. GRAN sits in an armchair, reading. 
ZACH ENTERS DOWN RIGHT with a book bag.
ZACH:  Mom! I’m home! I need to talk to— Oh, hey, Gran! Where’s 

Mom?
GRAN:  She had to work late this afternoon, and then she’s picking up 

Lilly from ballet. How was school, Zach?
ZACH:  It was… fine, I guess.
GRAN:  You don’t sound too sure about that. Did something happen?
ZACH:  I— It’s no big— You wouldn’t understand.
GRAN:  Oh, wouldn’t I? You think I’m too old to remember what school 

was like? Sit down, Zachary, and tell me what happened.
ZACH:  Well, it was when we were packing up to leave this afternoon… 

(LIGHTS UP on ZACH’S classroom DOWN LEFT. The STUDENTS in 
Zach’s class are packing up their book bags. ZACH crosses DOWN 
LEFT to join them, and GRAN watches from her chair.)

CARTER:  So then I was like, “I own this four-square game! If you want 
to play, you have to play by my rules.”

WILL:  Cool. You told him.
CARTER:  Uh-huh. Ain’t nobody messing with me! (Bumps into KYLE.) 

Hey, watch where you’re going!
KYLE:  I was just standing here. You’re the one who should watch 

where you’re going.
CARTER:  Oh, really? (Grabs KYLE’S book bag and dumps its contents 

on the ground.) How about now, nerd?
WILL:  (Picks up a bright pink notebook.) Check it out! Kyle’s got a 

pink notebook! What is he, a girl? (OTHER STUDENTS laugh except 
ZACH, KYLE and EMILY. WILL tosses the notebook to CARTER.)

CARTER:  It’s probably his diary. (More laughter.)
KYLE:  Is not! My mom bought it because the pink ones were on sale. 

Give it back!
CARTER:  Or maybe it’s where he writes love poems to the teacher 

because he’s such a teacher’s pet. (More laughter.)
EMILY:  Give it back, Carter. What’s your problem, anyway?
CARTER:  (Drops the notebook. KYLE quickly grabs it. To EMILY.) My only 

problem is how ugly your face is. (Laughter and “oohs” from the 
OTHER STUDENTS.)

EMILY:  That was rude. (EXITS DOWN LEFT.) 
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CARTER:  (To KYLE.) You got off easy this time, nerd. Next time, you 
better stay out of my way. (Pushes KYLE to the ground.)

WILL:  Yeah, stay out of his way. (EXITS DOWN LEFT with CARTER, 
followed by the rest of the STUDENTS except ZACH and KYLE. ZACH 
stays behind a minute, watching KYLE gather up his things, then 
crosses DOWN RIGHT to GRAN. LIGHTS FADE OUT on the classroom 
as KYLE EXITS DOWN LEFT.)

ZACH:  I felt bad just watching it happen, but if I had said something, 
they would’ve taken my book bag and made fun of me, too, right?

GRAN:  Did you talk to a teacher about it?
ZACH:  I thought about it, but school was already over, and I didn’t want 

to seem like a tattletale. Plus, the teachers are usually around, but 
they can’t stop everything. Carter gets away with all kinds of mean 
stuff when he knows they aren’t looking.

GRAN:  I see. Your mom or I can certainly talk to the school about it, 
but it sounds like you need a better way to handle the situation 
yourself.

ZACH:  How do I do that?
GRAN:  Hmmm… Well now, it’s been a while since I had a problem 

quite like yours, and we talked to each other differently then. None 
of that L-O-L and twittering nonsense.

ZACH:  Forget it, Gran. I’ll just ask Mom when she gets—
GRAN:  Now, hang on a second. It has been a while, but I haven’t 

completely forgotten what it was like to be your age. There’s a story 
my grandmother used to tell that I think you might find helpful.

ZACH:  Are you sure it’s a story your grandma told you and not just one 
you’re making up? Because sometimes it seems like you’re just 
making up stories to go with whatever—

GRAN:  Hey, now! I’ve heard plenty of stories in my time that fit with 
all kinds of problems. Making it up! You really think I’d do such a 
thing?

ZACH:  Okay, okay. I’m sorry, Gran. Let’s hear the story.
GRAN:  Are you sure? Because I bet if we call your mom, she could 

give you a nice boring lecture.
ZACH:  No! I want to hear your story.
GRAN:  All right. Once upon a time, in a land far away…
ZACH:  Oh, man, is this another fairy tale? How come none of your 

stories have, like, zombies or pirates or werewolves?
GRAN:  Because this is not Twilight of the Caribbean or whatever you 

kids are watching these days. Now, are you going to let me tell it?
ZACH:  Yeah, sorry. Go ahead.
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GRAN:  Once upon a time, in a land far away, there lived a boy named… 
Jack.

ZACH:  Seriously? My name is Zach, and his name was Jack? I knew 
it. You are making this up.

GRAN:  Jack is a very common name, especially in fairy tales. Just 
listen. (LIGHTS UP on the village UPSTAGE. GNOME ONE ENTERS UP 
LEFT with JACK. [NOTE:  If doubling is used, ZACH would at this point 
cross UP LEFT to assume the role of JACK. For complete details on 
doubling, see PRODUCTION NOTES.]) Now, Jack lived right on the 
edge of a little village that had a big problem. The village was 
being terrorized by a giant ogre.

ZACH:  Like Shrek? (OGRE ENTERS UP RIGHT in a Shrek mask.)
GRAN:  What? Oh, no. He was nothing like Shrek. (OGRE EXITS UP 

RIGHT.) This ogre was mean and nasty and did not have a lovable 
donkey friend. (OGRE RE-ENTERS UP RIGHT looking much more 
mean and nasty.) The ogre caused all kinds of problems for the 
villagers. He came and went when he pleased and didn’t care 
about anything or anybody but himself. (OGRE laughs an evil laugh. 
GNOME ONE hides behind JACK.)

OGRE:  Hey! Where’d that gnome go?
GNOME ONE:  (Peers around JACK.) Yes, Mr. Ogre, sir? Can I help you?
OGRE:  Get me a sheep. I’m hungry.
GNOME ONE:  I… I… but I don’t have any sheep…
OGRE:  So take one! I’m hungry! And if I don’t get a sheep, I might 

just eat you.
GNOME ONE:  Eek! (EXITS UP LEFT and quickly RE-ENTERS with a 

stuffed sheep, which he gives to the OGRE.) Here you go!
BO PEEP:  (ENTERS UP LEFT.) Hey! You can’t take my sheep!
OGRE:  What are you gonna do about it? I’m the biggest, baddest, 

meanest guy in town, and ain’t nobody messing with me! (EXITS 
UP RIGHT with the sheep. BO PEEP starts to cry, and GNOME ONE 
attempts to comfort her.)

OLD MACDONALD:  (ENTERS UP LEFT.) What happened to her?
GNOME ONE:  Little Bo Peep lost her sheep.
BO PEEP:  But I know exactly where to find him! That mean old ogre 

took him, Farmer MacDonald! With his little tail wagging behind 
him. (Continues crying.)

OLD MACDONALD:  That durned ogre! Just yesterday he went stomping 
through my farm, wrecking all the fields and scaring the animals 
half to death! All I heard, all day long was E-I-E-I-OGRE!
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GNOME ONE:  But what can we do? If I didn’t do what he said, he 
threatened to eat me! Eek!

BO PEEP:  (Notices JACK, who has been watching from a distance.) Hey, 
Jack, do you have any ideas for standing up to the ogre?

JACK:  Who, me? No way. I’m staying out of it, minding my own 
business. That ogre hasn’t bothered me over here on the edge of 
the village. I’m not going to give him a reason to.

BO PEEP:  Bet you’d feel differently if he’d taken one of your sheep.
JACK:  I don’t have any sheep.
GNOME ONE:  Well, your magic beans then.
JACK:  My what?
OLD MACDONALD:  Or your pail of water.
JACK:  Well, the ogre didn’t take anything from me, so it’s not my 

problem.
BO PEEP:  Come on, you two. He’s obviously not going to be any help.
OLD MACDONALD:  Guess he doesn’t have any of that— what’s that 

word again… when you try to imagine how others are feeling and 
see their point of view?

GNOME ONE:  Ooh! I know! Empathy! He doesn’t have any empathy! 
(EXITS UP LEFT with OLD MACDONALD and BO PEEP.)

JACK:  (Starts to go after them, but stops himself.) Not my problem.
WIZARD:  (ENTERS UP RIGHT.) Jack! Just the man I’ve been looking 

for.
JACK:  Oh, no.
WIZARD:  I need your help.
JACK:  Not you, too! Let me guess. You want my help getting rid of the 

ogre.
WIZARD:  How did you know?
JACK:  That’s all anybody in this village talks about. Jack, the ogre took 

my sheep. Jack, the ogre stepped on my lawn. Jack, the ogre tried 
to eat me. What am I supposed to do about it? I don’t want him 
coming after me!

WIZARD:  But, Jack, I’ve come up with a spell that I’m certain can 
defeat the ogre, and I need you to gather everyone in town. 
The more people who are with me when I confront the ogre, the 
stronger the spell will be!

JACK:  But why do I have to be the one to gather everyone in the town?
WIZARD:  Oh, well, because of… of… the prophecy!
JACK:  The what?
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WIZARD:  An ancient prophecy, which states… (Clears his throat.) 
“And so it was foretold that a young man would lead the village 
to defeat the mighty ogre. And the young man’s name was Jack.”

JACK:  Are you sure that’s me? Jack is a pretty common name.
WIZARD:  I’m sure.
JACK:  You’re not looking for Jack and the Beanstalk? Jack and Jill? 

Little Jack Horner? Because he lives just over—
WIZARD:  Nope, it’s definitely you. The prophecy went on to say… 

“And Jack will be a scrawny boy with dark hair, wearing a brown 
vest and a funny hat.” ([NOTE:  This description can be changed to 
fit the actor playing JACK.])

JACK:  Okay, okay. Look, even if I wanted to, I wouldn’t know how to get 
the rest of the village to follow me. Half of them are mad at me 
because I said the ogre wasn’t my problem.

WIZARD:  That’s all right, Jack. All you have to do is be assertive.
JACK:  What’s assertive? Is that like what the ogre does, just yelling at 

people until he gets what he wants?
WIZARD:  No, no. Yelling at people and scaring them is being 

aggressive. Being assertive means you calmly and firmly ask for 
what you want. Here, I’ll show you. (Takes an assertive stance and 
uses his best assertive voice.) Jack, I want you to gather all the 
villagers so that we can face the ogre together. You’re the only one 
who can do it, and once we defeat the ogre, life will be better for 
everyone. (Relaxes his stance.) Now, you try being assertive to ask 
for what you want.

JACK:  (Clears his throat and tries to mimic the WIZARD’S stance.) Um, 
hey there… villagers. I want you to, uh, come with me… now… to 
face the ogre. Oh, also because the wizard has a magic spell or 
something.

WIZARD:  Hmmm. Keep working on it. It’ll get better. I’ve got to go get 
back to work on my magic spell, but it will be ready soon! Bring all 
the villagers you can gather to my house tonight, and then we’ll be 
ready to face the ogre. (EXITS UP RIGHT.)

JACK:  (Calls after him.) Wait! Are you sure I’m the only one who can do 
this? Huh. Well, I guess I’d better get going. (EXITS UP LEFT. [NOTE:  
If ZACH is doubling as JACK, he would cross DOWN RIGHT.] LIGHTS 
FADE on the village.)

ZACH:  Hang on a second! I don’t get it. The wizard says he’s going to 
defeat the ogre with magic, but there’s no such thing as magic in 
the real world. How is this supposed to help me with my problem?
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GRAN:  Be patient, Zach. Wait and see what happens in the story. 
(LILLY ENTERS DOWN RIGHT, upset.) Lilly! What happened? You’re 
supposed to be at ballet!

LILLY:  I know, but I had the worst day ever at school!
GRAN:  Oh, no! I’m sorry, sweetie. Tell me what happened.
ZACH:  Uh, Gran, I thought we were dealing with my problem right now.
GRAN:  Don’t be inconsiderate, Zach. Your sister is upset. Go ahead, 

Lilly.
LILLY:  I was just going to eat lunch where I usually do… (LIGHTS UP on 

MARISSA, TARYN and KAYLA eating lunch DOWN LEFT. LILLY crosses 
to join them.)

MARISSA:  Um… you can’t eat here.
LILLY:  What? I always sit with you.
TARYN:  Not anymore.
MARISSA:  Here’s the thing, Lilly. We’ve decided to start a club, and 

you’re not in it. We have top secret club meetings at lunch, so you 
can’t sit near us.

LILLY:  That’s not fair! Why can’t I be in your club?
KAYLA:  Marissa thinks we shouldn’t have more than three members, 

or it will be too hard to keep all the club secrets.
LILLY:  I can keep a secret.
MARISSA:  Sorry, Lilly. I’m the club president, and I already decided. 

You need to go away now so we can get back to our meeting.
LILLY:  But Kayla and Taryn are my friends. They can’t keep secrets 

from me!
MARISSA:  They have to if they want to be in my club. So… bye! (LILLY 

walks away. MARISSA whispers something to TARYN and KAYLA, and 
they all laugh. LILLY returns to GRAN and ZACH. LIGHTS OUT on the 
cafeteria. TARYN, KAYLA and MARISSA EXIT DOWN LEFT.)

LILLY:  I know they were whispering mean things about me. I couldn’t 
stand the idea of listening to them whisper all through ballet, so I 
called Mom and told her I wasn’t going.

GRAN:  Hmmm… Lilly, I think you might like to listen in on the story 
I’ve been telling your brother. I think it could help you with your 
problem, too.

LILLY:  Really?
ZACH:  How? My problem is a bully. Hers is just some rude little girls. 

Start your own club and tell secrets about Marissa. That’s what 
I’d do.

GRAN:  But that would make her just as mean as those other girls. I 
think there’s a better way to handle it. Listen to what happens next 
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in the story. Jack left to start gathering the rest of the village to help 
fight the ogre. (LIGHTS UP on the village UPSTAGE. JACK ENTERS 
UP LEFT. JILL ENTERS UP RIGHT, crying. [NOTE:  If doubling, LILLY 
and ZACH cross UPSTAGE to become JILL and JACK.]) Suddenly, 
he came upon a young woman crying by the side of the path. The 
girl’s name was… Jill. She was a princess, but—

ZACH:  Seriously? Jill? Lilly? You are so making this up.
LILLY:  Be quiet, Zach. Let Gran tell the story. I want to hear more 

about Princess Jill.
GRAN:  Thank you, Lilly. As I was saying, Jill was a princess, but she 

had been cursed by an evil witch, who turned her entire kingdom 
against her and cast her out into the wilderness.

JACK:  Oh, man. Why are the girls in this village always crying? (To 
JILL.) Um, hi. I’m Jack. Are you okay?

JILL:  Your Majesty.
JACK:  What?
JILL:  Are you okay, Your Majesty? Or Your Highness. I’m a princess, or 

at least I was until an evil witch cursed me and cast me out into 
the wilderness. She even took my tiara! Oh, forget it. Just call me 
Jill.

JACK:  Oh. That’s too bad, Jill. You might not want to stay in this 
village, though. We’re being terrorized by an ogre.

JILL:  Can’t be any worse than an evil witch.
JACK:  Well, the wizard says he can defeat the ogre with a magic spell, 

but first I have to gather all of the villagers together so that the 
spell will be more powerful.

JILL:  Do you think his ogre spell works against witches, too?
JACK:  It might, but I’m afraid I won’t be able to convince the villagers 

to go with me. I’m not very good at being assertive.
JILL:  I can help you with that! Princesses are very assertive. Watch. 

(Takes an assertive stance.) I am the princess, and I command you 
to do as I say!

JACK:  Wow!
JILL:  I’ll help you convince the villagers as long as you promise to help 

me get the wizard to use his spell on the witch. Deal?
JACK:  Deal. The first person we have to ask lives in that giant shoe 

over there. (JACK and JILL EXIT UP RIGHT.)
GRAN:  And so, Jack and Jill went up the hill to fetch— Wait. That’s 

not right.
LILLY:  Gran!
ZACH:  Wrong story, Gran.
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GRAN:  You’re right. I remember now. Jack and Jill traveled down the 
path to visit the old woman who lived in a shoe. (JACK and JILL 
ENTER UP RIGHT.)

JACK:  Get ready. She has a lot of kids. Hello? Anyone home? (OLD 
WOMAN ENTERS UP LEFT, holding a baby [doll] and followed by 
CHILD ONE and TWO. More kids are heard yelling OFF LEFT.)

CHILD ONE:  Mommy, Mommy, Mommy, Mommy!
OLD WOMAN:  (To JACK and JILL.) What do you want? You can see my 

hands are a little full right now.
CHILD TWO:  Tommy took my bear, Mommy!
OLD WOMAN:  (To CHILDREN.) Not now!
JACK:  Yes, hello. Sorry to bother you, but could you possibly—
JILL:  We need you to come with us and help fight an ogre and a witch.
OLD WOMAN:  You two are going to fight an ogre and a witch? Just 

the two—
CHILD TWO:  Mommy, I want my—
CHILD ONE:  Watch this, Mommy. I’m an ogre! Grrr!
OLD WOMAN:  Very nice, dear.
JILL:  It’s not just the two of us. We’re asking everyone in town.
JACK:  And the wizard is going to help by casting a magic—
CHILD TWO:  But, Mommy!
CHILD ONE:  Now, I’m a wizard! Watch! (Waves an imaginary wand and 

makes spell-casting noises.)
JACK:  …a magic spell, and we just need— (The next three lines are 

spoken simultaneously.)
CHILD ONE:  You’re not watching, Mommy!
OLD WOMAN:  Not now, dear.
CHILD TWO:  I want my bear now!
JILL:  (Commands.) Quiet! (EVERYONE stops and looks at JILL.)
OLD WOMAN:  How did you do that?
JILL:  It’s called being assertive. Now, everyone needs to be still and 

quiet so we can hear what Jack has to say.
JACK:  I’m gathering all the villagers together tonight, because the 

wizard needs as many of us as possible to cast his magic spell 
against the ogre.

JILL:  And the witch.
JACK:  And the witch.
OLD WOMAN:  I don’t know about witches, but that ogre’s been driving 

me crazy, growling and stomping around all night long and scaring 
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the children half to death. I’ll be there. You can count on it. I just 
have to find a babysitter.

JILL:  Great, we’ll see you tonight!
OLD WOMAN:  You have to show me how you do that assertive thing 

sometime! (EXITS UP LEFT. CHILD ONE and TWO follow, chattering 
again.)

JILL:  Okay, who’s next?
JACK:  Well, the butcher’s shop is over there, and if we’re lucky, the 

baker and the candlestick maker will be there, too. Those three 
are always together. (JACK and JILL EXIT UP RIGHT.)

GRAN:  So Jack and Jill continued down the path, hoping that someone 
in town would buy their cow. Little did they know, a strange old 
man was waiting just around the bend with a pocket full of magic 
beans.

ZACH:  What?!
LILLY:  Gran, that’s Jack and the Beanstalk!
GRAN:  Oh my goodness, you’re right! My mistake. I meant to say, Jack 

and Jill continued down the path until they came to the shop of 
the Butcher, the Baker and the Candlestick Maker. (JACK and JILL 
ENTER UP RIGHT.)

JILL:  Hello? Anybody here? (BUTCHER ENTERS UP LEFT, followed by 
the BAKER and the CANDLESTICK MAKER. Each carries a basket or 
tray of their wares:  meats, breads and candles.)

BUTCHER:  Welcome! What can I do for you? Side of beef? Rack of 
lamb? Pork chop?

BAKER:  Don’t be silly, Butcher. These two are obviously looking for 
fresh baked goods! A loaf of bread? Perhaps a baguette? Muffins?

CANDLESTICK MAKER:  Back off, Baker. If they wanted muffins, they’d 
go to the Muffin Man over on Drury Lane. They clearly came for 
candlesticks! I’ve got silver, pewter, brass—

JACK:  Actually, we were wondering— Whoa! What is that smell?
JILL:  Ew! I smell it too!
BUTCHER:  Oh, dear.
BAKER:  I told you this would happen.
CANDLESTICK MAKER:  I’m afraid… it’s us.
BUTCHER:  You see, the ogre came by last week…
BAKER:  And he took our tub.
JACK:  Your tub?
CANDLESTICK MAKER:  Yes, our tub. So we haven’t exactly bathed in 

a while. It’s been very bad for business.
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JILL:  Why would an ogre take your tub?
BUTCHER:  Who knows? Just to be rude?
BAKER:  Or maybe to make the whole town smell as bad as him.
CANDLESTICK MAKER:  And he called us knaves.
JACK:  What’s a knave?
BUTCHER:  We aren’t sure, but we didn’t like the sound of it.
BAKER:  Not one bit. Wish we could get rid of that smelly ogre.
JACK:  That’s why we’re here.
JILL:  Jack knows a wizard who has a magic spell that can defeat the 

ogre.
JACK:  But in order for the spell to be strong enough, we need the 

whole village to be there. Can you three meet us at the wizard’s 
house tonight so we can take him down?

BUTCHER:  Sure.
BAKER:  You bet.
CANDLESTICK MAKER:  We’ll try to stand downwind so the smell 

doesn’t scare off the rest of the village.
JILL:  Wow, that’s very… considerate of you.
JACK:  I hope you get your tub back! (BUTCHER, BAKER and 

CANDLESTICK MAKER EXIT UP LEFT.)
JILL:  That went well.
JACK:  Yeah. Being assertive isn’t as hard as I thought it would be.
WITCH:  (Cackles as she ENTERS UP RIGHT, wearing a tiara.) Well, well, 

well! If it isn’t the former princess. How’s life in the wilderness?
JILL:  You followed me all the way here? Why can’t you leave me alone?
WITCH:  Just wanted to let you know that all your subjects are saying 

they’re glad you’re gone, and they never liked you anyway. Also, 
they think this tiara looks better on me!

JILL:  What?
JACK:  (To JILL.) Don’t listen to her. (To WITCH.) Go away, Witch! What’d 

she ever do to you?
WITCH:  She annoyed me, sort of like you’re doing now. I wonder what 

kind of curse I should cast on you?
JILL:  You’d better watch out, Witch. Jack is friends with a wizard, and 

they’re already planning to take down an ogre, so they may come 
after you next!

WITCH:  Is that so? We’ll see about that! (EXITS UP RIGHT with another 
evil cackle.)

JACK:  Why did you tell her that? What if she finds the ogre and tells 
him about our plan?
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JILL:  Uh-oh. I didn’t think of that.
JACK:  I guess we’d better gather the rest of the villagers as quickly as 

we can. (JACK and JILL EXIT UP LEFT.)
GRAN:  So little Jack Horner, having just bought his Christmas pie, 

went to find the nearest corner where he could—
ZACH:  Seriously, Gran?
LILLY:  That’s not even close to the right story.
GRAN:  Oh, dear! I’ve gotten it wrong again. Where were we?
ZACH:  Jack was saying, “I guess we’d better gather the rest of the 

villagers as quickly as we can.”
GRAN:  Yes, of course. So Jack and Jill went on down the path towards 

Old MacDonald’s farm. (JACK and JILL ENTER UP LEFT.)
JILL:  How many villagers are left?
JACK:  There’s Bo Peep, Old MacDonald and the gnomes, but they’re 

all probably mad at me.
JILL:  How come?
JACK:  I wasn’t very nice to them this morning when they were having 

problems with the ogre.
JILL:  Well then, now seems like a perfect chance to make it up to 

them.
JACK:  Here’s Old MacDonald’s farm. Bo Peep and the gnomes 

probably aren’t far off.
BO PEEP:  (ENTERS UP LEFT.) Look who it is. Mr. Not-My-Problem. What 

do you want, Jack?
JACK:  Hi, Bo Peep. Look, I’m really sorry about this morning. It was 

wrong of me to ignore your problems with the ogre just because he 
hadn’t done anything to me.

BO PEEP:  Is that it?
JILL:  Hey! Be nice! He’s trying to apologize.
BO PEEP:  Who are you?
JACK:  That’s my friend, Jill. Listen, I’ll try to be more compassionate 

from now on. But right now, Jill and I have a plan to defeat the 
ogre, and we need the whole village behind us in order for it to 
work. Are Old MacDonald and the gnomes around?

BO PEEP:  Hang on a second. (Yells OFF LEFT.) Hey, Farmer MacDonald! 
Bring the gnomes over here!

OLD MACDONALD:  (ENTERS UP LEFT with GNOMES.) What’s going 
on? My cows are mooing. Here a moo, there a moo, everywhere 
a— (Sees JACK.) Oh, it’s you.
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BO PEEP:  Jack apologized for how he acted earlier, Farmer MacDonald, 
and now he says he has a plan to defeat the ogre!

GNOME ONE:  Really?
GNOME TWO:  Defeat the ogre!
GNOME THREE:  Oh, boy!
OLD MACDONALD:  Let’s hear it!
JACK:  The wizard came up with a spell that can defeat the ogre.
JILL:  But it will only work if everyone in the village is there.
JACK:  Can you all come with us now to meet the other villagers at the 

wizard’s house?
BO PEEP:  If it’ll get rid of the ogre, count me in!
OLD MACDONALD:  Me too!
GNOMES:  Us three!
JACK:  Great! Let’s go! (They cross UP RIGHT as OLD WOMAN, 

BUTCHER, BAKER and CANDLESTICK MAKER ENTER UP RIGHT for 
the gathering at the Wizard’s house.)

JILL:  Wait, Jack. I just thought of something. Will the people here be 
enough to get rid of an ogre and a witch? What if the spell isn’t 
strong enough?

JACK:  I don’t know, but we have to try. All the villagers are here, and I 
can’t think of anyone else to ask to come.

OLD MACDONALD:  What about them? (Points at AUDIENCE.)
JILL:  Oh, good idea! (To AUDIENCE.) Will you help us beat the ogre and 

the witch?
BO PEEP:  Wow. That’s a lot of people. Do you think they’ll know what 

to do when we meet them?
JACK:  The ogre and the witch both get their way by scaring people 

and being mean. That makes them bullies. So what can we say 
to bullies?

GNOME ONE:  Ooh! I know! I know! How about, “Stop!”
JILL:  (To AUDIENCE.) Everybody use your assertive voice and say, 

“Stop!”
GNOME TWO:  Also, we should tell them, “That’s bullying!”
JACK:  Good idea. (To AUDIENCE.) Everybody say, “That’s bullying!”
GNOME THREE:  And, “Bullying is not okay!”
JILL:  (To AUDIENCE.) Everybody say, “Bullying is not okay!”
JACK:  (To AUDIENCE.) Let’s try it all together, “Stop! That’s bullying! 

Bullying is not okay!” All right. I think we’re ready! We just need— 
(WITCH and the OGRE ENTER UP LEFT, cackling, laughing and 
pulling ON WIZARD, who is tied and gagged.)
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WITCH:  Looking for the wizard?
OGRE:  You’re too late. We got to him first.
WITCH:  And now he’ll never be able to cast his magic spell!
JILL:  Oh, no!
BO PEEP:  What do we do? Now all my sheep will get eaten for sure.
GNOMES:  Us too!
BUTCHER:  And we’ll never get our tub back. (BAKER and CANDLESTICK 

MAKER agree.)
OLD MACDONALD:  That mean old ogre will never leave my animals 

alone.
OLD WOMAN:  Or let me and my children get any rest!
JILL:  And I’ll never get to go back to my kingdom and wear my tiara!
OGRE:  That’s right! You all might as well go home and get used to the 

fact that we’re in charge of this village now!
WITCH:  That’s right, and if anyone has a problem with that, you’ll end 

up just like your wizard friend.
JACK:  Hang on a second!
JILL:  What is it?
JACK:  There are only two of them. And there are— (Quickly counts 

villagers and then tries to count audience members, but gives up.) 
There are way more of us!

JILL:  Hey! You’re right!
JACK:  If all of us stand together, then they can’t push us around!
GNOME ONE:  They can’t?
JACK:  We don’t have to put up with this! Everyone, do it now, just like 

we practiced!
ALL:  (Lead the AUDIENCE.) “Stop! That’s bullying! Bullying is not okay!”
OGRE:  Aaargh! (Covers his ears.)
WITCH:  Ahhh! I’m meeeellltiiiing!
BO PEEP:  Calm down. You’re not even wet. (GNOMES rush to free 

WIZARD. OTHER VILLAGERS surround WITCH and OGRE.)
WIZARD:  Well done, Jack! You figured out how to defeat the ogre and 

the witch without even needing my magic spell.
JACK:  I had a lot of help from Jill. She showed me how to be assertive.
JILL:  And you figured out that we didn’t need magic if we all stood up 

to them together.
JACK:  How did you know that I could do it? Did the prophecy tell you?
WIZARD:  Actually… I made up the prophecy. Anyone can step up and 

be a leader, and I could tell you wanted to do the right thing. I’m 
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sorry for lying to you, but if I hadn’t convinced you that you were 
the only one who could do it, you would never have tried.

OLD MACDONALD:  What should we do with these two? (Indicates the 
OGRE and WITCH.)

GNOME ONE:  Throw them in a dungeon!
GNOME TWO/GNOME THREE:  Yeah!
CANDLESTICK MAKER:  Take away their bathtubs!
BUTCHER/BAKER:  Yeah!
BO PEEP:  What?
OLD WOMAN:  Kick them out of the village forever!
VILLAGERS:  Yeah!
JACK:  Wait. If we treat these two the same way that they treated us, 

we’re no better than they are.
WIZARD:  Jack is right. We should let them go and allow them to 

stay if they want, but only if they apologize and promise to treat 
everyone respectfully.

JACK:  (To OGRE and WITCH.) Do you think you can do that?
OGRE:  I can try. I’m uh… uh… what’s the word?
WIZARD:  (Whispers loudly.) Sorry.
OGRE:  That’s it! Sorry. Right. (To BO PEEP.) I’m sorry I stole your 

sheep… (To MACDONALD.) …and stomped all over your farm… (To 
OLD WOMAN.) …and scared your children… (To BUTCHER, BAKER 
and CANDLESTICK-MAKER.) …and stole your tub… (To GNOMES.) 
…and threatened to eat you. I guess that wasn’t very nice.

WITCH:  (To JILL.) And I’m sorry I cursed you and kicked you out of 
your kingdom.

JILL:  What about my tiara?
WITCH:  Really? I have to give back the tiara, too? (Sighs.) Fine. Here 

you go. (Returns the tiara.)
JILL:  Thank you.
WIZARD:  That’s a good start. But from now on, if you want to be a 

part of the community, you’ll have to respect others. (ALL STORY 
CHARACTERS EXIT UP LEFT as the LIGHTS FADE OUT on the village.)

GRAN:  And so the ogre and the witch learned to change their mean 
and nasty ways, and everyone in the village lived happily ever after. 
The end. So… was that helpful?

ZACH:  Actually, yeah! I think I know what to do tomorrow!
LILLY:  Me too!
ZACH:  Gran, do you think that Carter will apologize for all the mean 

stuff he’s done, just like the ogre?
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LILLY:  And will Marissa let me into her club?
GRAN:  Well, kids, the thing about life is that the ending doesn’t always 

work out quite as easily as it does in stories. But real-life bullies 
only stop when someone stands up to them. And the more people 
there are standing up against it, the harder it is to bully. (LIGHTS 
UP on the school scenes. ZACH and LILLY cross DOWN LEFT and 
meet KYLE, EMILY and OTHER STUDENTS as they ENTER DOWN 
LEFT.)

ZACH:  So listen, everybody. As long as we’re assertive and we all 
stick together, we can stand up to Carter and his friends.

LILLY:  We can tell Marissa we’re not okay with what she’s doing, and 
we’re not going to put up with it anymore.

CARTER:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT with WILL.) What’re all you losers 
doing?

ZACH:  Carter, we’ve been talking, and we all think that what you did 
to Kyle and Emily yesterday wasn’t cool.

CARTER:  Oh, really?
MARISSA:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT with TARYN and KAYLA.) Oh, it’s you 

again. Going to whine some more about not being in my club?
LILLY:  Marissa, I don’t like the way you treated me yesterday, and a lot 

of the other students feel the same way.
MARISSA:  Is that a fact?
ZACH:  That’s right. So we just wanted to let you know that what you’re 

doing is bullying, and we want you to stop.
KYLE:  Yeah.
EMILY:  Cut it out.
STUDENT ONE:  It’s not okay.
LILLY:  Excluding people and talking about them behind their backs is 

bullying, and we’re not going to let you bully us.
STUDENT TWO:  That’s right.
STUDENT THREE:  We won’t put up with it.
MARISSA:  And how are you going to stop me?
ZACH:  We’ve all agreed that since there are more of us than there are 

of you, we can call you out whenever we see you bully somebody. 
And if you don’t stop, we’ll go find an adult.

LILLY:  We all think that it’s okay for you to have a club, but if we see 
you using it to exclude and bully people, we’ll tell a teacher.

CARTER/MARISSA:  You’re going to tell on me?
ZACH/LILLY:  That’s right.
STUDENTS:  All of us.
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ZACH:  And even if that doesn’t work, I think you’ll realize pretty quickly 
that if you keep acting this way, you won’t have many friends.

LILLY:  And pretty soon, if you don’t start treating people better, no one 
will want to be in your club anyway.

CARTER:  That’s… who needs you guys, anyway? (EXITS DOWN LEFT.)
MARISSA:  Well… fine! Be that way! (EXITS DOWN LEFT. TARYN and 

KAYLA choose to stay.)
ZACH:  We did it, guys!
LILLY:  I bet now she’ll think twice about how she treats people. You 

have to show respect to get respect.
ZACH:  From now on, we know how to deal with bullies. Let’s make this 

school a bully-free zone! (EVERYONE gives cheers and high-fives as 
the LIGHTS FADE to BLACK.)

END OF PLAY
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Armchair, table, chairs.

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Book (GRAN)
Book bag (ZACH)
Book bags and school supplies (STUDENTS)
Book bag filled with school supplies and pink notebook (KYLE)
Shrek mask (OGRE)
Stuffed sheep (GNOME ONE)
Lunch trays (MARISSA, TARYN, KAYLA)
Baby (OLD WOMAN)
Basket of meats (BUTCHER)
Basket of breads (BAKER)
Basket of candles (CANDLESTICK MAKER)
Tiara (WITCH)
Ropes and gag (WIZARD)

FLEXIBLE CAST SIZE
This play offers the flexibility of being performed with a cast as small 
as 14 or as large as 26 or more.
In the original production, Gran, Zach, Lilly and all their classmates 
stepped into Gran’s story village to double as the fantasy characters 
as follows:

GRAN plays WIZARD
ZACH plays JACK
LILLY plays JILL
CARTER plays OGRE
WILL plays OLD MACDONALD
KYLE plays GNOME ONE
EMILY plays BO PEEP
MARISSA plays WITCH
TARYN plays OLD WOMAN
KAYLA plays CHILD ONE

Four to six EXTRA STUDENTS play BUTCHER, BAKER, CANDLESTICK 
MAKER, GNOMES TWO and THREE and CHILD TWO.
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If Zach and Lilly double as Jack and Jill, there are a few instances 
when they speak to Gran while reenacting the fairy tale. During these 
moments, they should break from their fantasy character and deliver 
those lines as Zach or Lilly. They do not need to cross to Gran, but can 
deliver the lines from their places in the fairytale scene.

Many story village characters can be cast as either gender.

LIGHTING
Lighting cues suggest the three distinct areas of the stage be lit 
separately. While that is ideal, it is not necessary if resources are not 
available.
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This E-view script from Pioneer Drama Service will stay 
permanently in your Pioneer Library, so you can view it 
whenever you log in on our website. Please feel free to save it 
as a pdf document to your computer if you wish to share it via 
email with colleagues assisting you with your show selection.

To produce this show, you can order scripts for your cast and 
crew and arrange for performance royalties via our website or 
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If you’d like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our 
customer service representatives are happy to assist you when 
you call 800.333.7262 during normal business hours. 
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DRAMA WITHOUT THE DRAMA
Words on a page are just words on a page. It takes people to turn them into plays and musicals. At Pioneer, we want 
the thrill of the applause to stay with you forever, no matter which side of the curtain you’re on. Everything we do is 
designed to give you the best experience possible:

WHy PIOnEER:

Maintain control of your casting. 
We know you can’t always control who auditions. Take advantage of our many shows that indicate flexible casting and switch 

the genders of your roles without restrictions. And with Pioneer, you also get access to scripts that were written for the entire 

cast, not just a star lead performer like so many other mainstream musicals and plays.

adapt and custoMize.
Pioneer helps you manage the number of roles in your production. We indicate where doubling is possible for a 
smaller cast, as well as provide suggestions where extras are possible to allow for additional actors. Both options will 
help you tailor your play for your specific cast size, not the other way around.

Be original.
Get access to fresh, new musicals that will let your actors develop their characters instead of mimicking the same 
personalities we see on stage year after year. 

take advantage of our teaching tools.
Pioneer’s CD Sets include two high quality, studio-produced discs – one with lyrics so your students can learn by ear, 
the other without so they can rehearse and perform without an accompanist or pit band. You can even burn a copy of 
the vocal CD for each cast member without worrying about copyright laws. And with payment of your royalty, you have 
permission to use the karaoke CD in your actual production.

it’s like having an assistant.
Use our Director’s Books and benefit from professional features designed by and 
for directors. Line counts, scene breakdowns, cues and notes – you’ll love our 
spiral-bound, 8½” x 11” books with the full script only on one side of the page to 
leave plenty of room for your own notes.

videotaping? We’d Be disappointed if you didn’t!
With Pioneer, you’ll never have to worry about videotaping your production 
and posting it on YouTube. In fact, we encourage it. We understand that your 
production is about your performers, not our script. Make the experience the 
best it can be, take pictures and videos, and share them with the community. We 
always love seeing our scripts come to life.


